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ABSTRACT 

 
HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) has been becoming a de facto standard for Over-the-top (OTT) video 

services. Typically, by adapting to network conditions, it provides smoother video quality perceived by the 

end users. However, when the network condition always fluctuates due to some reasons (e.g. bandwidth 

competition among HAS player or between HAS player and other applications), the perceived video quality 

might be deteriorated. This demands an effective approach to maintain specific Quality of Experience 

(QoE) level for the users. To do so, available bandwidth allocation is chosen as a common QoE control 

method. However, accurately allocating available bandwidth is still a challenge. In this paper, bandwidth 

allocation based on the relation between subjective Mean Opinions Score (MOS) and requested bitrate is 

proposed. The relation is captured by a regression model, which is applied to estimate the needed available 

bandwidth for the users. As the result of controlling the bandwidth, the users start to request the encoding 

bitrate equal to target bitrate after several requests, resulting in higher perceived video quality. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

OTT video services technically rely on HTTP adaptive streaming (HAS) technology to deliver 

video content from the server to the client. By adapting to network conditions at client-side, this 

technology allows the client itself to decide a suitable encoding bitrate for the next requested 

video data fragment. This results in the optimal server-side scalability and the smoother user 

experience. However, when the underlying network condition frequently fluctuates for some 

reasons (e.g. bandwidth competition among HAS players), the HAS players often request to 

change the encoding bitrate, resulting in QoE deterioration. Therefore, it is necessary to assure a 

specific QoE level for the user, especially the premium user who pays additional cost for their 

service. Accordingly, the issue is to accurately generate control action in terms of available 

bandwidth allocation for the specific user. 

 

Shaping traffic [1-4] is known as the most common control action by which available bandwidth 

is allocated to the user. This allows the users to experience video with expected encoding bitrate 

after several requests. To guarantee the accuracy for control action, the systems are required to 

determine the necessary amount of available bandwidth for the user. The approach [4] calculated 

the available bandwidth based on a certain pre-defined target bitrate which are referred to expect 

encoding bitrate of the users. Although this approach assured that the HAS player accurately 

requests the target bitrate after a specific delay, the mechanism to determine target bitrate has not 

been mentioned. Instead, they simply choose the target bitrate from the encoding bitrate being 
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available at the streaming server, resulting in the possibility of an available bandwidth 

overestimation. 

The main contribution of the paper is that the available bandwidth is calculated throughout the 

target bitrate which is predicted from a regression model between subjective MOS and requested 

bitrate. As the result, the available bandwidth can be accurately allocated to the users. The rest of 

the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will provide an overview of background knowledge. 

Section 3 will state related works. The proposals will be described in the section 4. Meanwhile, 

section 5 will show the evaluation results on the proposed method. Section 6 will conclude the 

paper and future work will also be stated. 

 

2. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 
 

Before reviewing related literature that address the issues in available bandwidth control, the 

HAS adaption mechanism as well as QoE evaluation model are generally investigated as the 

backgrounds for our work. 

 

2.1. HAS ADAPTION MECHANISM 
 

Since HTTP adaptive streaming was initially launched by Move Networks in 2006, it has become 

a critical choice for video service providers to deliver the video content over the Internet. There 

are remarkable advantages which can be found in HAS technique. By using HTTP/TCP, it 

becomes cost-effective by leveraging the standard web servers and caches. Moreover, all the edge 

devices are configured to support HTTP connection, it has no difficulties traversing firewalls and 

NAT devices. Finally, HTTP adaptive streaming is also known as a pull-based method in which 

the user fully controls his bitrate selection of the requested video content based on its network 

condition (e.g. available bandwidth, playback buffer size). Thus, the load on the server will be 

reduced, resulting in better scalability. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Buffering state and steady state during a streaming session 

 

The concept of adaptive video streaming is based on the idea to adapt the encoding bitrate 

required by the video stream to the network conditions at client-side. At the server, the video 

content is divided into fragments. Each fragment is encoded in multiple quality levels, called 

representations. Based on the estimations of the available throughput and playback buffer size, 

the user’s player will request subsequent fragments at different encoding bitrates in order to deal 

with varying network conditions. During a streaming session, HAS player performs two main 

phases: Buffering state and Steady state. In the former one, by continuously downloading video 
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fragments, HAS player attempts to build up its playback buffer as quickly as possible. In the latter 

one, HAS player operates as the combination of download and concurrent playback defined by 

ON and OFF periods, respectively, shown in Fig. 1. The purpose of this phase is to keep playback 

buffer staying at a stable level (e.g. 30s). Therefore, it is clear to see that both QoS and playback 

buffer have great influence on the behaviour of HAS adaption. Figure 2 shows a cause-effect 

relationship which refers to the temporal behaviours of QoS, playback buffer and requested 

bitrate when bandwidth competition (either among HAS players or among HAS player and other 

applications) occurs. It is worth noting that the player usually takes time to react to negative 

changes in network condition [5]. As it does not react based on the latest per-fragment throughput 

measurements. Instead, it averages those measurements over a long period so that it acts on a 

smoother estimate of the available bandwidth variations. 

 

2.2. QOE EVALUATION MODEL 
 

Quality of Experience (QoE) is a complicated concept of subjectively perceived quality which 

can be defined in many ways. According to [6], QoE is ”the overall acceptability of an 

application or service, as perceived subjectively by the end user”. In order to measure HAS video 

QoE, Mean Opinion Score (MOS) has been utilized as the most popular indicator. The opinion 

score is actually defined as the “value on a predefined scale that a subject assigns to his opinion 

of the performance of a system”. The MOS is the average of these scores across subjects [7]. 

MOS is not only used to express the results of subjective tests (“subjective MOS”) but also used 

as the output of objective measurement algorithms, which provides an automated alternative to 

subjective tests. Beyond that, Pseudo-subjective Quality Assessment proposed by Samir 

Mohamed and Gerardo Rubino [8], provided an effective model to assess QoE, that is QoE hybrid 

evaluation model. The basic idea is that a Random Neural Network is trained to capture the 

relationship between QoE influence factors and the users’ perceived video quality. As the result, 

it is capable of evaluating video quality as accurately as human does and then can be applied for 

real-time QoE estimation in an accurate and automatic way [9-12]. Our research also utilized this 

method to estimate MOS from according network condition which is defined by QoS parameters 

(available bandwidth, packet loss, delay and jitter). The process to establish this model is clearly 

presented in section 4.  

 
Figure 2.  Deteriorations of QoS, playback buffer size and requested bitrate are in turn captured when 

available bandwidth competition occurs 
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3. RELATED WORK 
 
QoE management for HAS-based OTT video services refers to two major aspects: QoE 

monitoring and QoE control. Both of them are crucial for ensuring QoE level for the users when 

the underlying network conditions fluctuates. If QoE management effectively works to keep the 

users staying with the service, the revenue of service provider will be maintained or improved. In 

this paper, we focus on available bandwidth control as a part of QoE control. 

 
Figure 3.  Stimulation presentation timing in DCR method 

 

In general, based on the monitoring results, QoE control decides whether a control action should 

be performed or not. The final purpose of the control action is to keep QoE at an expected level 

for the specific users. Accordingly, some existing works proposed new adaption algorithms [13] 

or introduced a network proxy to select optimal bitrate for the users [15]. In order to enhance 

QoE, the authors [14] proposed QoE control by adding Forward Error Correction (FEC) packets 

to the current flow which is capable of compensating for the packet loss. Notably, there are 

existing studies including our works that focus on shaping traffic as a control action to maintain 

QoE. When the available bandwidth shrinks due to the bandwidth competition [16], the 

unfairness and instability problems of the requested bitrate will occur. The traffic shaping method 

effectively solves these problems [1-4]. Particularly, in [4], the authors proposed a method to 

identify how much available bandwidth is needed for the traffic shaping based on Eq. (1) (as 

shown in section 4). Each commercial HAS player actually has their own safety margin to ensure 

the available bandwidth is enough for the next encoding bitrate (e.g. 20% of Microsoft smooth 

streaming). The result showed that the target bitrate was accurately requested by the user after 

assigning the calculated available bandwidth which for the users. However, they did not mention 

the mechanism how to determine the target bitrate, thus, the easiest way is to simply pick up the 

highest possible encoding bitrate which is available at the server for the next fragment.  

 

In this paper, the clarified relation between subjective MOS and requested bitrate, which captured 

by a regression model. By which it allows calculating the target bitrate from the user’s expected 

MOS. Thereby, the needed available bandwidth is accurately assigned to the users. As the result, 

the users accurately request the encoding bitrate which is equal to calculated target bitrate after 

several requests. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 
 
In this section, initially, MOS estimation model is presented as a tool to estimate MOS for our 

studies. Afterward, the proposal of available bandwidth allocation based on the relation between 

subjective MOS and requested bitrate are briefly introduced. 
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4.1. MOS ESTIMATION  
 

In our research, QoE is evaluated throughout a trained Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), which 

is established by training a dataset comprising of QoS parameters as input and subjective Mean 

Opinion Scores (MOS) as output. Particularly, input data is a set of various QoS parameters, 

namely, available bandwidth, packet loss, delay, and jitter. For each selected input parameter, a 

discrete set of common values is chosen. Each combination of values of QoS parameters is called 

as a system configuration. There are totally 294 prepared configurations set up at WANEM router 

(WAN Emulator 3.0). The open source movie, ”Big Buck Bunny” has been chosen to be watched 

by the subjects. The movie is cut into 10-seconds sequences which are available with multiple 

bitrate at the server. Accordingly, there are totally 294 sequences taken from original movie and 

are sent throughout the set up network with different configurations. Consequently, the distorted 

video sequences will be obtained. In order to collect subjective MOS as the outcome of distorted 

video sequences’ evaluations, Degradation Category Rating (DCR) methodology has been chosen 

[17]. DCR requires that the testing sequences need to be presented in pairs: the first sequence in 

each pair is always the source reference (original sequence), while the second one is the distorted 

sequence. The length of original sequence and distorted sequence are equal to 10seconds. There 

are 17 subjects being asked to watch the video sequences and vote following five-scale Mean 

Opinion Scores. Finally, the average of those subjective evaluations is obtained. 

 

Before training, dataset with 294 samples is divided into three parts: training data, validation data 

and testing data corresponding to 70%, 15%, and 15% of the dataset. The training data is 

presented to the network during training, and the network is adjusted according to its error. The 

validation data is used to measure the network generalization and to halt the training process 

when the generalization stops improving. The testing part has no effect on the training process, 

and thus provides an independent measure of network performance during and after the training 

process. Apart from the training dataset, the neural network architecture is also considered, which 

comprises of totally 4 neurons for input layer, 10 neurons for hidden layer and 1 neuron for 

output layer. For the training algorithm, Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm which requires more 

memory but less time is used. There are two metrics to evaluate the performance of trained neural 

networks: Mean squared error (MSE) and Regression R values. MSE is average squared 

difference between outputs and targets. Lower values are better, whereas, zero means no error. R 

values show the correlation between outputs and targets. An R of 1 means a close relation. Figure 

4 shows the result of training process in which regression R value is equal to 0.9. It means that the 

predicted data has a well correlation with actual data. Therefore, the trained neural network can 

be used for estimating MOS. 
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Figure 4.  Result of training process with R=0.9 referring to a well-fit between actual subjective MOS 

(horizontal axis) and predicted MOS (vertical axis) 

 

4.2. PROPOSED METHODS 
 
In this section, bandwidth allocation which is based on the relation between subjective MOS and 

requested bitrate is proposed. The proposal aims at maintaining an expected QoE level in terms of 

requested bitrate for particular video users, especially the premium user.  

 

As mentioned, shaping traffic has been known as a effective method to maintain the requested 

bitrate level for the users [1-4]. However, determining an appropriate available bandwidth to 

allocate to the users is a challenge. According to [4], the authors proposed an equation 

representing the relation among available bandwidth, target bitrate and margin ration, shown in 

Eq. (1) 

 
 

where, avail_BW is the available bandwidth, and target_BR is the expected video representation 

(target bitrate) of the users. Margin ration refers to a conservatism value defined by particular 

proprietary HAS players. For instance, Microsoft smooth streaming and HLS players apply a 

conservatism value of 20% and 40%, respectively. Based on this equation, those authors could 

determine the available bandwidth according to pre-defined target bitrate, resulting in an accurate 

QoE control. However, they actually obtained the target bitrate based on a list of video encoding 

bitrate which is available at the server. Particularly, based on current requested bitrate, they 

picked the highest possible encoding bitrate for the target bitrate. This leads to a suboptimal 

network resource utilization. Therefore, a relation between subjective MOS and requested bitrate 

has been studied to determine the target bitrate in QoE control. In general, the regression model 

which captures this relation is established based on the dataset of subjective MOS and requested 

bitrate. Accordingly, an experiments were performed, in which 15 students were asked to watch 

294 short movies which created from original one under 294 configurations of QoS parameters, 

the same as in section 4.1, then, gave out their evaluation in term of MOS. The sample dataset 

collected from experiment is presented in Table 1. Accordingly, the average value of human 

evaluations was called as subjective MOS. Meanwhile, the requested bitrate is the most frequent 

(1) 
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requested encoding bitrate during streaming sessions for each distorted video. An identified trend 

from raw data that represents the correlation between the subjective MOS and requested bitrate is 

shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the subjective MOS is less than 3 if the requested bitrate is 

less than 1024Kbps. Moreover, the gaps among the values of those requested bitrates are quite 

small. This graph also shows a big variation in requested bitrate when the subjective MOS is 

around about 3. Meanwhile, the requested bitrate is mostly in a range of 1536Kbps and 2048Kbps 

if the subjective MOS alters between 4 and 5. 

 
Table 1.  The most appearance encoding bitrate requested by the subjects and the subjective MOS 

 

Subjective MOS Requested 

bitrate 

(Kbps) 

1.87 331 

2.75 447 

4.63 1427 

3.12 991 

 
Figure 5.  The trend obtained raw data of subjective MOS and requested bitrate 

 

From raw data, a regression model was also established by modelling data with linear 

combination of basic function in which a set of functions �0, �1…�P was specified along with 

finding function f in the form of linear combination: 

   
 

In this case, Gaussian Radial Basic Functions (RBF) was chosen due to its popular applications. 

The result of modeling data is plotted in Fig. 6 with high coefficient of determination. 

 

(2) 
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Figure 6.  Regression curve represents the relation between subjective MOS and requested bitrate 

 

Once the target bitrate is determined based on a certain expected subjective MOS, the available 

bandwidth can be calculated via Eq. (1), leading the user to accurately request the target bitrate 

after some requests. 

 

5. EVALUATION 
 
This section aims to investigate how accurately available bandwidth can control be performed 

when the perceived quality of the premium user falls to specific lower levels. Note that, since the 

estimated MOS decreased, QoE control was activated  when the estimated MOS was below the 

threshold. According to [9], a specific estimated MOS threshold of 3 was simply chosen. The 

evaluation environment was set up as follows: The testbed consisted of a router, a streaming 

server, and three users. The router was a Linux-based router, namely, WAN Emulator release 3.0 

running on a VMware workstation located on a desktop computer with Intel Core i5 3.10 GHz 

processor and 8 GB RAM. This router works as a controller which is capable of adjusting 

available bandwidth, packet loss, delay, and jitter. The streaming sever was deployed on a 

desktop computer with Windows 8.1, Intel Core i5 3.10 Ghz processor and 8 GB RAM. The 

server published a Microsoft smooth streaming video content of "Big Buck Bunny" which is an 

open source testing movie. This movie content was encoded with multiple bit rates. Furthermore, 

a Smooth Streaming-compatible Silverlight player template was installed on the Smooth 

Streaming enabled streaming server so that Silverlight-based users can play Smooth Streams. The 

users utilized the laptop computers with MacOS, Core i5 and 8 GB RAM in which the latest 

version of Microsoft Silverlight add-on was installed. The server and the users’ computers were 

located in different broadcast domains and they were connected via the router. The network 

topology used for this experiment is shown in Fig.7. By relying on "ping" packets and packets 

generated by "iperf" tool, a QoS monitoring software deployed at the router monitored the 

available bandwidth, packet loss, delay and jitter. In addition, Wireshark, which is a network 

packet analyzer, installed at the router captured the HTTP request from the client. 
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Figure 7.  Set up network environment for investigating the accuracy of control action 

 

The experimental procedure for two scenarios of the evaluation are as follows: 

 

(1) The first user as the premium user starts watching a streaming video content. 

 

(2) The second and third user respectively stream the video at t=60s and t=120s on purpose to 

make the network quality of the premium user deteriorated. 

 

(3) The packet loss, delay and jitter in the network are observed. 

 

(4) The deterioration is detected by observing the requested bitrate and the estimated MOS. 

 

(5) The available bandwidth to the premium user is increased to recover the network quality when 

the deterioration of requested bitrate and estimated MOS are detected. 

 
Figure 8.  Requested bitrate and estimated MOS of the premium user during his streaming session (before 

and when bandwidth competition occurs) 

 

Figure 8 shows the changes of the estimated MOS and the requested bitrate of the premium user 

under different situations. Accordingly, the horizontal axis indicates the time durations, the first 
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vertical axis is the requested bitrate, and the second vertical axis is the estimated MOS. During 

the first 60s of the experiment, when the premium user was solely watching the movie, it 

requested the highest encoding bitrate of 2056Kbps only after several transitions. The player 

would request the value of 2962Kbps if the users were watching the video in full-screen mode. 

Meanwhile, the estimated MOS was stable at the highest value of 5. At t=60s, once the first 

normal user started to request the video content, the available bandwidth of the premium user 

immediately reduced to around 2500Kbps. The estimated MOS decreased to around 4, whereas 

the player still requested the video content at bitrate of 2056Kbps for 19 seconds. When the 

second normal user watched the video, the available bandwidth of the premium user shrank to 

1578Kbps followed by a fluctuation around the value of 2.5 of the estimated MOS, which is 

below the set up threshold of 3. At this time, the system defined an expected subjective MOS 

value of 5 for the premium user. After predicting target bitrate from expected subjective MOS 

and calculating the available bandwidth based on Eq. (1), at t=242s, the player reached to its 

calculated target bitrate of 2056Kbps. Figure 9 and Fig. 10 show the estimated MOS and the 

requested bitrate of both two normal users. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the estimated MOS of the 

first normal user fluctuated around the acceptable range level of 2 and 3 from time t=60s to 

t=262s. On the other hand, the requested bitrate was stable around 1130Kbps during the time it 

has to compete for the available bandwidth with only the premium user. This is followed by a 

slightly decrease to 688Kbps since the second normal user participated in the network. A similar 

trend of the second normal user also can be seen in Fig. 10.  

 
Figure 9.  Requested bitrate and estimated MOS of the first normal user during his streaming session 

 

The purpose of this experiment is to confirm the accuracy of available bandwidth control by 

leveraging the relation of subjective MOS and requested bitrate which captured by a regression 

model. The result shows that the target bitrate can be accurately predicted from the expected 

subjective MOS when the perceived quality is less than the threshold. Particularly, when the 

system set the expected subjective MOS is equal to 5, the regression model predicts the target 

bitrate between 2056Kbps and 2962Kbps. However, because the users are not watching with the 

full-screen mode, thus, it is better to pick the former one, which optimizes the network resource 

utilization. Based on the Eq. (1), the available bandwidth is calculated to be equal to 3343Kbps 

which is much less than its initial available bandwidth of 5120Kbps. Applying this calculated 

available bandwidth not only supports the premium user to achieve its expected subjective MOS 

value, but also optimizes the network utilization and keeps enough available bandwidth for the 

normal users to request an accepted bitrate level. As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, even though 
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there is a serious competition in the network, the estimated MOS of both normal users are still 

stable at accepted levels. However, this approach is only applied for Microsoft Smooth Streaming 

technology, thus, it is necessary to confirm with other commercial technologies as well as non-

commercial technologies. In addition, the larger number of the premium user also need to be 

considered.  

 
Figure 10.  Requested bitrate and estimated MOS of the second normal user during his streaming session 

 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
The fluctuation in network conditions usually requires the HAS players to frequently requests 

new encoding bitrate, resulting in QoE deterioration. This demands the approach to ensure an 

expected QoE level for the users. The approach is proposed based on the requirement of 

accurately generating control action (in terms of available bandwidth allocation). Therefore, a 

relation between subjective MOS and requested bitrate was taken into account to estimate the 

target bitrate facilitating available bandwidth allocation process. The experimental result showed 

that calculated available bandwidth was sufficient for the users to request exact target bitrate that 

has been pre-defined from expected subjective MOS.  

 

For the future work, the proposed method will be deployed along with QoE monitoring approach 

in order to clarify its effectiveness in maintaining QoE for HAS. The psychological factors are 

also considered which improves its performance.  
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